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Lenormand Bestseller Author Iris Trepner presents: 
 

The big love outlay 
 
Today we will look into a topic everybody is interested in and deals with – love and 
partnership. “The big love otlay” was published initially in the magazine “Horoskop” and 
is based on my experiences and findings of many years. This background should give you 
confidence in this way of dealing out the cards. You can use this system in case you are 
having a relationship, a relationship is in its very beginning or if you are attached to 
someone who seems to be afraid of commitment. This way you are x-raying the complex 
of problems and you get methods of resolution in order to get the path leading to a 
happy relationship clear of obstacles, provided that you really want your partner and vice 
versa. Even this you can figure out with this outlay. You will have the right touch for this! 
 
The big love outlay 
Die große Liebeslegung  
 
Hereunto the cards are laid out in a full spread, 4 rows with 9 cards each. Please start in 
the top left corner beginning with position 1 of row 1, in the bottom right corner of your 
spread you will then have position 36 in row 4. The question which is answered by a card 
is defined by the position in the spread. Your outlay is then put in relation with the 
question of its position and thereby you get the answers for your current situation, shows 
resolutions and future prospects. 
 
The Positions 
 
1st Row 
Position 1: what is coming up to you 
Position 2: short-term bliss 
Position 3: joint forays 
Position 4: what about domestic bliss? 
Position 5: what needs to evolve? 
Position 6: where are the obscurities? 
Position 7: complications and misunderstandings  
Position 8: what’s going to end? 
Position 9: which surprise is waiting for you? 
 
2nd Row 
Position 10: what is hurting your soul? 
Position 11: what has to be discussed jointly? 
Position 12: what is causing concern? 
Position 13: wherein comes recommencemen? 
Position 14: deceit or cleverness?  
Position 15: united we stand, divided we fall? 
Position 16: which thought to follow up? 
Position 17: is there positive change in the partnership? 
Position 18: how does your social environment assess you? 
 
3rd Row 
Position 19: is there alienation and egosim? 
Position 20: do you get out often enough? 
Position 21: are there further blockades and obstinacy? 
Position 22: should you opt against this commitment? 
Position 23: will there be a breakup? 
Position 24: are the feelings mutual? 
Position 25: will there be a firm and stable relationsship? 
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Position 26: will your new partner wait for you? 
Position 27: how is the conversational behaviour and the communication? 
 
4th Row 
Position 28: how do you value your partner when you are female, how do you value 
yourself when you are male? 
Position 29: how do you value yourself when you are female, how do you value your 
partner when you are male? 
Position 30: Passion – al right or is their room for improvement? 
Position 31: is there emotional warmth and a feeling of security? 
Position 32: what about the mutual attraction? 
Position 33: does your partner give you an adequate feeling of security? 
Position 34: are there derogatory influences on your partnership because of money 
troubles? 
Position 35: did you find the fitting partner? 
Position 36: your collective burden  
 
Example: Outlay of a female enquirer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interpretation 
 
1st Row 
Position 1 - mountain: what is coming up to you: nothing for now 
Position 2 - lady: short-term bliss: notwithstanding she is hoping! 
Position 3 - house: joint forays: are taking place at home 
Position 4 - ring: what about domestic bliss? Routine and the daily grind bring boredom 
Position 5 - stork: what needs to evolve? She should emphasize and initiate shared 
activities 
Position 6 - key: where are the obscurities? She cannot take him for granted  
Position 7 - park: complications and misunderstandings: both would love to go out more, 
no one dares to address it 
Position 8 - tree: what’s going to end? Tardiness and tedium 
Position 9 - child: which surprise is waiting for you? New and inspiring ideas 
 
2nd Row 
Position 10 - stars: what is hurting your soul? That there are very few plans for the 
future we do share 
Position 11 - cross: what has to be discussed jointly? Take the bull by the horns finally 
and talk about what is straining you. In this case the lack of shared activities 
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Position 12 - clouds: what is causing concern? That they do not manage to talk to each 
other and hush up problems or ignore them, pushing them at the side 
Position 13 - moon: wherein comes recommencemen? The mutual attraction is there, the 
emotional basis is al right, that is the common ground to fight the lethargy 
Position 14 - heart: deceit or cleverness? You should act smart and sensitive otherwise 
your partner could be lead to a bad move 
Position 15 - rider: united we stand, divided we fall? Pamper shared interest and hobbies 
(in this case the have to be found first) 
Position 16 - snake: which thought to follow up? Get advice from a friend or therapist 
Position 17 - ship: is there positive change in the partnership? Yes, shared activities and 
trips are initiated 
Position 18 - book: how does your social environment assess you? Fact driven and 
lacking in sympathy, perhaps taciturn, unsociable and very few fields of interest 
 
3rd Row 
Position 19 - scythe: is there alienation and egoism? This can be ended shortly there will 
be vivid togetherness  
Position 20 - ways: do you get out often enough? This will be the case in the future 
Position 21 - gentleman: are there further blockades and obstinacy? Especially the 
partner is not taking part fully 
Position 22 - flowers: should you opt against this commitment? Stick to it unconditionally 
Position 23 - coffin: will there be a break up? You’ll only have a row and that will bring 
change 
Position 24 - birches: are the feelings mutual? You have to talk about it and you’ll have 
to learn to talk about it but yes, the feeling are mutual 
Position 25 - sun: will there be a firm and stable relationship? The firm and stable 
relationship is already there bu it will improve in the future 
Position 26 - anchor: will your new partner wait for you? No, the right partner has 
already been found 
Position 27 - lilies: how is the conversational behaviour and the communication? There is 
harmony but this is due to the fact that problems are excluded 
 
4th Row 
Position 28 - mice: how do you value your partner when you are female, how do you 
value yourself when you are male? Lacking in energy, drive and spontaneity  
Position 29 - clover: how do you value yourself when you are female, how do you value 
your partner when you are male? Humorous and convivial 
Position 30 - owls: Passion – al right or is their room for improvement? Verbal eroticism 
could bring nice diversion 
Position 31 - letter: is there emotional warmth and a feeling of security? Oh well, this 
looks a little superficial, this can be improved and broadened 
Position 32 - fish: what about the mutual attraction? As slippery as an eel, material 
things are privileged, this has to be improved 
Position 33 - bear: does your partner give you an adequate feeling of security? Yes, at 
least in the financial sector 
Position 34 - tower: are there derogatory influences on your partnership because of 
money troubles? The propensity to save and hoard is there but the pleasure to spend and 
consume has to be appreciated as well 
Position 35 - dog: did you find the fitting partner? A wonderful companion for life 
Position 36 - fox: your collective burden: forgetting what each other is hoping for, 
dishonesty in this regard 
 
 
 
 
 
Ergo: As you can see, dear reader, these are solvable problems. The both seem to be 
stay-at-homes with few contacts to the rest of the world. Both do not talk about this 
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shortcoming whereas the lady seems to be a little more convivial than the gentleman. 
Anyhow, both do wish that there were more shared activities but both do not dare to 
address this as this relationship is already rather retracted. 
 
 
Your own interpretation: 
 
Having shuffled the cards and laid them out according to this guideline, please try to 
bring the corresponding card to each position in relation to your own personal situation 
and make an interpretation. Try to figure out “what makes sense?” and try to keep it 
rather simple than complicated. Further help could be found in related literature, the 
“Lenormand Love Oracle” published by Random House (german) for example. 
 
 
 
More offers by Iris Treppner 

 
1. Further information about seminars, the online correspondence course and 

consultancy: www.iristreppner.de  
2. new free downloads and special offers in regular intervalls!  
3. we are looking for consultants in all languages, we offer top conditions! 
4. we train card readers and astrologers and offer occupation!  
 

 
Team Iris Treppner on TV VOX Text page 467 and SF2 Text page 846! 
 
Day and night authentic counsel and card reading: www.iristreppner.de  
 

   0900-377 337 333 (1,79€/min*) psychic card reader 
   0901-700 535 (2,50 SFr/min) psychic card reader Roman 

 
New! „Lenormand Liebesorakel“ comes in 2009 as a paperback 
published by Heyne, to be found in book shops and at amazon. 
In Russia in 2009 published by Ripol: www.ripol.ru  

   
 
With cordial thanks to Urania for their kind permission to use the card deck „Blue Owl“  
 
 
 
 
* aus dem Festnetz der dt. Telekom AG, incl. 19% MwSt, abw. Preis bei Anruf a. d. 
Mobilfunknetzen 
* via DTAG, incl. 19% VAT, cell phone rates may vary 
 
 
 


